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Project Overview
• Pilot project to give Undergraduate students from 

underrepresented populations firsthand research 
experience in computational human activity detection.

• Phase I: Learn Research Tools
• ELAN – audiovisual annotation
• Python w/OpenCV: extracting & labeling faces
• EmoPy – automatic facial expression detection

• Phase II: Design Experiments for testing Sensors
• Operational Constraints
• User Interface Design Testing

• 12 students from Cheyney and 5 students from Drexel.

• Additional Outcomes: Learning modules around research 
tasks.

Sensor Prototype

Annotation 
Examples

Stomach Check Talking

Feet Check Reading
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Best Practices/Successes
• Scaffolded introductions to each tool 

or research idea were very important
• (e.g.) for annotation, walked through 

defining controlled vocabulary with 
practice annotation, then had students 
create their own for health care 
education annotation.

• Single tutorial/primer is not enough
• Follow on tutorials involve actively using 

a tool or performing a procedure after 
having tried it independently

• students worked in groups of two or 
three

• Changes made for COVID-19
• Meetings over zoom were easier to 

record
• Research continued over summer and

winter breaks due to more limited time 
during the semester.

• Sensors had to be mailed to students
instead of staying in the lab.

• Some students couldn’t do some because 
they didn’t have a working computer at 
home, but they could still participate in 
weekly meetings over zoom.
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Implications

• The high student engagement in 
research despite the global 
pandemic indicates this approach is 
working.
• The larger goal of creating a novel 

sensor apparatus was big enough 
that there was something that 
interested each student.
• Students are proud to contribute to 

the creation of a new research 
apparatus for activity detection.

• The strong student interest in 
ethics in Artificial Intelligence 
created openings to discuss our 
research from this perspective.
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Identified Gap(s) for Future Collaboration or Enhancement

Pitfalls of Open Source and Open Data
• existing tools and data are difficult 

to get working out of the box
• connecting them is non-trivial
• What is the glue that will help 

students connect and use the 
tools?
• a grad student/Post-doc/mentor?
• a software research tool that can 

connect the other tools and data 
seamlessly?

Potential sensor apparatus uses
• Classroom activity research
• Multicultural data set collection of 

faces and voices. 
• Psychology studies
• Indoor sports activity research
• Indoor social interaction research
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